Superhero Misty Morgan – April 2022 Vision
Two Rivers FSOS Misty Morgan named Superhero
Congratulations to our newest DCBS Superhero,
Misty Morgan. Misty is a Family Services Office
Supervisor in the Two Rivers Service Region.
Misty’s nominator said she treats both clients and
coworkers with respect. “Misty has been with
DCBS for 20 years,” they wrote “She provides
excellent customer services and treats all
individuals with respect and compassion. Misty is
direct and straightforward with her team,
community partners and clients.”
Misty’s team has been short-staffed for the last
year.
But she has rarely complained and continued to
provide the services to her community and clients
we serve. Misty has continued to remain upbeat at
work, even with the long hours she is working.
“She is a leader and has stepped up to the task
when she had ZERO workers in her office,” her
nomination reads. “She continued to carry
ongoing cases, investigations and after-hours on
Misty Morgan
call when needed. She takes initiative and asks
for help from regional management when she has exhausted her own efforts to solve a
problem.”
Her nominator said she has used her resources to ensure all job tasks are completed to the
best of her ability. “She has been a worker and supervisor for almost a year. When she had one
worker on the team, she became the supervisor and field trainer for her new worker. She went
out with her new worker to help mentor her as she began her job with the Cabinet.”
Misty is always happy, he nominator said. “No matter how challenging things may be she
remains upbeat and has a sense of humor. She is committed to the agency and the clients her
office serves. She is grateful for the help she has received from others and rarely complains
about the lack of staff. She continues to do the best she can daily!”
A breast cancer survivor, Misty is described as “a fighter,” a mother of a daughter, wh is her true
pride and joy. “She is an excellent friend and colleague. She is a SUPERHERO, she is
dedicated and when others would have given up, she just keeps going!”
Congratulations Misty!
How to Nominate for the DCBS Superhero Award
Anyone can nominate. Please make a nomination of a deserving colleague. Learn more about
the Superhero Award here. Get the Superhero Award nomination form here.

